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1 This second epistle, beloved, I now write to 

you;  

in which I stir up / diegeiro… meaning: to arouse; to 

awaken; to wake up fully! It’s the same word used by Mark, 
Luke and John… on the sea of Galilee when the Lord Jesus 
was asleep on a pillow, and a stormy wind arose. And the 
disciples were fearful, in peril of their lives. And Peter is the 
one who woke up the Lord… saying, Master, don’t you care 
that we perish? And recalling that event, Peter now uses the 
same word. 

I now write to you, in which I wake up… your 

enlightened minds / 2 Greek words: your sunlit… dianoia: your enlightened minds; your sunny 

meditations. Hebrews 8 and 10 speak of the better covenant… quoting Jeremiah 31: The Lord will put His 
law into their mind, same word; Peter is talking about their deep thoughts and understanding; noia = mind. 

to remember / hupomnesis: for a second time, Peter wants these strangers chosen by God, 

scattered throughout the world who are adding to their faith, he wants them to be stirred up to remember: 

2 that you mentally grasp / this phrase is one word: mnaomai; it means to mentally grasp; 

and it is in the Greek middle-voice… so generally speaking, this action-word is for individual, 
personal benefit. Dr. Gene Scott said, the difference with those words in the middle-voice can be 
understood… when we’re cutting the cake for others, or when we cut a piece for our self… and we push 
the knife over just a little bit more, right? In this case, what Peter is writing is for our individual benefit. 

That you mentally grasp / for your own benefit, 

the words which were spoken by the holy prophets,  

and of the instructions of us / so notice Peter says… 

the old words spoken by the holy prophets / Peter says, don’t forget the old words first 

given,  

and of the new instructions by the apostles / the sent ones; the ambassadors… so they are 

not representing themselves. Peter is having them recall: the old words of God’s prophets, and the new 
instructions of the apostles… which we discover really isn’t new; it’s the same instruction of the Lord: to 
love God with our whole being; and to love one another as He loved us. They are coming with their 
Teacher’s instructions – they are coming with His words.  
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the apostles sent by the Lord and Savior / in Greek: soter. Peter uses this word 5 times... in 

this little letter. Now the roman leader falsely thought he was the soter -- the savior! But it’s interesting: this 

word is first used… in the New Testament when Mary rejoices… in God her savior; Mary needed a 

savior; and Peter tells us he wasn’t found in Rome! The bible is so interesting, isn’t it? The angelic host 
shouted with joy to the world… that September night of Christ’s birth… saying: To you is born this day in 
the city of David… a Savior!  

Even the Samaritan woman sitting at the well of Jacob… she concluded, she had met the Christ – the 
Messiah of God, the Savior of the world. So, what other savior is necessary?  

the apostles sent by the Lord and Savior.   

 3 Knowing this first,  

that there will come in the last days / in Greek: 

eschatos… Peter is not writing about when Messiah came the first 
time: the Passover, Unleavened Bread, Firstfruits and Pentecost time 
– no longer shadows of things to come. But he is writing about the 
last days still on the Lord’s calendar, 3 days equal to the first days… 
shadows of things to come, also to be fulfilled by Jesus the Messiah, 
when the time of the Gentiles comes to an end, 

in the last days scoffers walking after their own strong 

desires / mockers, ridiculers… some of these false teachers… these 
lying deceivers that Peter has been talking about; epithumia: their 
good and bad desires,  

Matthew Henry wrote 300 years ago, In the last days there will be a great improvement in the art and 

impudence of rude and ill-mannered bantering… toward those who embrace faith and serious godliness, 
those who firmly hold to self-denial which the Gospel prescribes. He says, Scoffers will come; count on it… 
that you may not be surprised and shaken, as if some strange thing happened to you.  

Being alienated from God, they will be ignorant of God… and averse to Him. So, expect it… at sophisticated 
levels. They will walk in their own way, and talk their own language. They will think their own thoughts and 
form their own principles; and, it doesn’t matter -- at least to them… that they have concocted irrational and 
illogical and meaningless thoughts… leading to screwy principles and conclusions.  

Michael Green says: Their teaching was flattery; their ambitions were financial; their lives were depraved; 
their conscience was dulled; and their aim was deception! Paul calls them lovers of self, rather than lovers 
of God. So, expect them! They’re coming! They are already here! 

there will come scoffers, walking after their own strong desires. 
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4 And asking, Where is the promise of His coming? / the promise of His parousia; 
His official arrival; the great Day of Judgment all mankind knows about. Now, to interrupt 
these ridiculous jokesters… we can say: Nearer than you think! 

But they are hardheads, and they ask…  

Where is the promise of His official coming?  

for since the fathers fell asleep / koimao… since everyone has died; although Paul says there is 

a great Day coming when not everyone will sleep… a Day when the dead in Christ will rise first ; but these 
hardheads ask,  

all things continue as from the beginning of the creation  / for them all things move at 

the yawning speed of their uniformity theory requiring billions of years… all, which I guess includes even their 
intellectual arrogance and their social snobbery; and by the creation, they probably mean: the big bang! 
the grand explosion! You know, the fire-cracker that lit itself… 4.5 billion years ago… I guess, plus 1. 
Dr. Dallas Willard of USC said, If the universe can arise out of nothing; then certainly, a cup of tea can do 
the same. 

It was Professor Lamaitre, that Jesuit working at MIT… who first peddled that postulate in the 1930s… 
blessed scientific hocus pocus! Check out:  Noah’s Ark in Turkey   |  Noah’s Flood vs Deep Time. 

5 For this they are intentionally ignorant; and they deliberately hide / their socially ignorant 
engineering… not only through the media, but also in public education and entertainment they deliberately 
hide… or try to hide… in order to escape notice. And you know, that is the meaning of: the dark ages… the 
roman agenda, keeping people in the dark; keeping truth from the people… the dark ages still exist today! 
Daniel said the 4th beast government would work its agenda, hard as iron until the whole world is broken; 
well until the Rock of Ages comes and smashes it, 

they intentionally hide that by the word of God the heavens were of old, and the earth, 

standing out of the water and in the water / that by the truth of the word of God; and Genesis 1 
clearly says, God gathered the waters and made the seas… letting the dry land appear. 

6 Whereby the world that then was overflowed with water, and perished / in the 
old time, the world totally submerged, and it was wasted and destroyed.  

Peter indicates: their premise that this is a stable, unchanging world is false; so likewise, their conclusion 
about the parousia is false. He reminds us… in the days of Noah, there was a flood… which is 
incontestable… even by science today. Check out these 3 links about our young earth and indisputable 
evidence of cataclysmic events on earth:  Mount St. Helens a miniature Grand Canyon. Science and the 
Beginning  Dr. G. Thomas Sharp points out the convenient absence of evidence for the entire Evolutionary 
Geological Column and Age-system presentation. 
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Our Privileged Planet – the uniqueness of planet Earth in our solar system. Dr. Mark H Armitage of CSUN 
was fired for promoting his research of Soft Tissues in A Triceratops Horn.  He was sued and won. 

Whereby the world that then was totally submerged, perished. 

Dr. Velikovsky’s best seller from the 1950’s speaks to the details: Earth in Upheaval. Albert Einstein  
read it; upon his death the book was found open on his desk. Even this flood, false teachers and scoffers 
are intentionally willing to ignore and pass over in silence, as if, they had never heard or known any of it.  

What You Aren’t Being Told  About Astronomy – Daniel Skupien answers many questions: he was once 
an atheist employed in the military space program. Visit: Creation Astronomy website.  

It is not only educators who practice conspiracies of silence. It seems like today’s news media machines 
invent their news… for all those boring readers to parrot; as they seek to diminish scripture’s influences… 
while snidely assaulting men and women attacking our faith. 

Isn’t it interesting, how science steals the language of the faithful to promote fake science, using our words 
and phrases… to cloak and convince us what is NOT observable, but is merely a belief of some scientist. 
They selectively and crudely apply their wobbly theories peddling their models in public schools. Yet Daniel 
Skupien takes their own theories to show just how unscientific and problematic their claims are. 

Matthew Henry said, We can be ignorant in many cases -- even in the church… because we are willing to 
be ignorant. And often, we do not know… because we do not care to know. 

7 But the heavens and the earth -- which are now, by the same Word of God 
are now kept in store, reserved to fire against the Day of judgment; / again, what 

Moses had told the people -- 7 specific Days belong to the Lord, here Peter describes: the 6th Day of the 
Lord, when He comes in judgment, when the time of the Gentiles comes to an end; a time of waste and 
destruction;  

and the destruction of the senseless / asebes; the ones with no sense -- men and women. And 

just an aside -- Why are the heavens and earth reserved for fire? Well, because some day God intends to 
make room for a new heaven and a new earth; when? We don’t know. 

8 But, beloved, be not ignorant / Peter says for a second time… Beloved, do not deliberately 

hide  and escape notice of this one thing, that one day with the Lord is as a thousand years,  

and a thousand years as one day / what seems like a delay of an eternity to us is a moment to the 
Lord. The prophet Amos wrote, Woe to you that desire the Day of the LORD! To what end is it for you? The day 
of the LORD is darkness, and not light. In other words… apparently, it is not a Day the LORD really looks forward 
to -- it is so contrary to His loving nature and first intentions. C.S. Lewis said, When the Author comes 
on stage, we know the drama is finished!  
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